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“EVERYBODY CAN BE GREAT...BECAUSE ANYBODY CAN SERVE. YOU 
DON’T HAVE TO HAVE A COLLEGE DEGREE TO SERVE. YOU DON’T HAVE 
TO MAKE YOUR SUBJECT AND VERB AGREE TO SERVE. YOU ONLY NEED A 
HEART FULL OF GRACE. A SOUL GENERATED BY LOVE.”  

“…YOUR PLAYING SMALL DOES NOT SERVE THE WORLD. THERE’S NOTH-
ING ENLIGHTENED ABOUT SHRINKING SO THAT OTHER PEOPLE WON’T 
FEEL INSECURE AROUND YOU. WE WERE BORN TO MAKE MANIFEST 
THE GLORY OF GOD THAT IS WITHIN US. IT’S NOT JUST IN SOME OF US; 
IT’S IN EVERYONE. AND AS WE LET OUR OWN LIGHT SHINE, WE UNCON-
SCIOUSLY GIVE OTHER PEOPLE PERMISSION TO DO THE SAME…” 

“I SLEPT AND DREAMT THAT LIFE WAS JOY. I AWOKE AND SAW THAT 
LIFE WAS SERVICE. I ACTED AND BEHOLD, SERVICE WAS JOY.”

“A LEADER [GURU] IS BEST WHEN PEOPLE BARELY KNOW HE EXISTS, 
WHEN HIS WORK IS DONE, HIS AIM FULFILLED, THEY WILL SAY: WE DID IT 
OURSELVES.”

- Martin Luther King

- Marianne Williamson

- Rabindranath Tagore

- Lao Tzu
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EDITOR’S NOTE 
SHIRIN SUBHANI
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous 
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression 
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and 
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site: 
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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“ARE YOU BEING YOUR HIGHEST AND BEST/LOVING CREATIVE SELF? 
ARE YOU TRULY SERVING YOUR MUSE – THE CREATIVITY THAT FLOWS 
THROUGH YOU? DOES DOING SO NATURALLY AND ORGANICALLY 
TOUCH, MOVE AND INSPIRE OTHERS AROUND YOU?... DO YOU SEE 
HOW SERVICE IS REALLY THE NATURAL OUTCOME OF CREATIVITY...?!”

“ARE YOU BEING YOUR HIGHEST AND BEST/LOVING CREATIVE SELF? 
ARE YOU TRULY SERVING YOUR MUSE – THE CREATIVITY THAT FLOWS 
THROUGH YOU? DOES DOING SO NATURALLY AND ORGANICALLY 
TOUCH, MOVE AND INSPIRE OTHERS AROUND YOU?... DO YOU SEE 
HOW SERVICE IS REALLY THE NATURAL OUTCOME OF CREATIVITY...?!”



Dear Reader,

At the close of our fourth year, here’s a theme very close to our hearts – Service! Take a moment to close your eyes and 
reflect on what Service means to you. What images and actions come to mind? Now shift gears and ponder this – Are 
you being your highest and best/loving creative self? Are you truly serving your Muse – the Creativity that flows through 
you? Does doing so naturally and organically touch, move and inspire others around you? In exploring these questions, 
does something incredibly simple leap out at you? Do you see how Service is really the natural outcome of Creativity, and 
not necessarily a separate idea?! 

We bring to you the story of a wonderful organization that exemplifies our very definition of Service, the Pandit Jasraj 
Institute of Music Research, Artistry and Appreciation. At PJIM, service organically happens every day:

•	 The traditional Guru-shishya parampara** that the organization is based on. By simply being her genuine self, Guru 
(mentor, guide, teacher) Pandita Tripti Mukherjee serves her shishyas (disciples), teaching them by modeling. They 
witness her own dedication to being a shishya of her Guru, Pandit Jasraj. The shishyas in turn, serve their Guru by 
their commitment to discovering their own true potential with her guidance.

•	 Students have opportunities to conduct research on a variety of subjects, explore their unique creative expressions 
and develop their own unique performance styles.

•	 A loving space instilled with values is created for students to call home (Gurukul), where they pursue music purely for 
their own knowledge and inner satisfaction, while gaining a deeper appreciation for tradition.

•	 Disciples soon discover how a sense of deep music appreciation unlocks vast treasures of everlasting joy, peace and 
fulfillment, and sharing these gifts with others becomes a natural outcome.

•	 Everyone is encouraged to take joy and delight in their own work, and use that joy as the inspiration to share with and 
serve each other, other students, audiences, and the community and society at large.

In a rare in-depth interview, the founders of PJIM, Pandit Jasraj ji and Pandita Tripti Mukherjee, walk us through the musi-
cal journey of PJIM. Sing along as various other members of PJIM share with you their own stories of self-discovery and 
service, and how they’ve become one and the same.

Go on, connect with your lovingly creative self and in the process, enjoy discovering what service means for you!

Shirin

**A glossary of translated Hindi/Sanskrit terms used throughout this issue is provided at the end.

EDITOR’S NOTE



“AS A HUMBLE CONTRIBUTOR, I HAVE REALIZED THAT MUSIC IS MY 
SERVICE TO DIVINITY... THE PILGRIMAGE I AM IN, HAS CONNECTED ME 
WITH SEVERAL LIKEMINDED INDIVIDUALS.  TOGETHER, THROUGH MU-
SIC, WE PRAY, CONNECT, SOOTHE AND GET ENERGIZED.”

“AS A HUMBLE CONTRIBUTOR, I HAVE REALIZED THAT MUSIC IS MY 
SERVICE TO DIVINITY... THE PILGRIMAGE I AM IN, HAS CONNECTED ME 
WITH SEVERAL LIKEMINDED INDIVIDUALS.  TOGETHER, THROUGH MU-
SIC, WE PRAY, CONNECT, SOOTHE AND GET ENERGIZED.”

Suhas was born and brought up in Pune, India. He started learning how to sing in New Jersey, 
USA under the guidance of Pandita Tripti Mukherjee in 1995. He has sung in various concerts 
in USA, India, Canada and the Bahamas. Suhas was featured in and sang on Doordarshan TV 
in Mumbai in 2012. He has also sung for radio in USA and has sung for two CDs “Sarveshwari” 
and “Pranamahyam.”  For more information, please visit www.SuhasDJoshi.com

SUHAS JOSHI
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MUSIC: A PILGRIMAGE TO DIVINITY



Talk about being in the right place at the right time! 

It was a weekday evening in northern New Jersey in the fall of 1995, and a friend of mine had invited me home for 
dinner. As soon as I entered Maheep’s house I saw Pandit Jasraj ji, whose concert we had attended just a week ago. 
Maheep and I were both music lovers, big fans of Pandit Jasraj ji, and we often attended music concerts together. 
Maheep had told me that he had learned vocal music from Pandit Jasraj ji back in Kolkata many years ago. But I was 
just stunned to see the doyen of Indian Classical music right there in my home-town in my friend’s home! 

There were a few other visitors in the house as well. After a pooja and dinner, there was a short music concert by 
Pandita Tripti Mukherjee, a senior disciple of Pandit Jasraj ji. And then, it was announced that Pandit Jasraj Institute 
of Music (PJIM) was opening its doors in New Jersey and those who wanted to enroll were welcome to do so. 

I had never learned classical vocal music before, but the desire to sing had always been within me. With the under-
standing that I could always drop out if I wanted to, I raised my hand and enrolled myself in the institute. That simple 
action was the first step in my journey of music!  

Pandita Tripti Mukherjee became my Guruji and Sangeet Martand Padma Vibhushan Pandit Jasraj ji, my Bade Guruji. 

As I started my music lessons, it became clear that learning under Guruji and Bade Guruji was much more than just 
learning how to sing. I soon started appreciating the commitment and dedication that Guruji has towards music. The 
purity and the positive energy of Guruji’s Swar was and still is mesmerizing. 

Initially, it was a challenge for me to memorize the Swar Malika in Raag Yaman that Guruji taught us, but then it be-
came easier and easier to remember various compositions. While creating Sargams instantly, Guruji and Bade Guruji 
demonstrated how we could be creative while remaining compliant with the well-defined Raag framework.

“AS I STARTED MY MUSIC LESSONS, IT BECAME CLEAR THAT LEARNING 
UNDER GURUJI AND BADE GURUJI WAS MUCH MORE THAN JUST LEARN-
ING HOW TO SING... THE PURITY AND THE POSITIVE ENERGY OF GURUJI’S 
SWAR WAS AND STILL IS MESMERIZING.”

MUSIC: A PILGRIMAGE TO DIVINITY



The process of learning music sparked and re-enforced many virtues in me including creativity, commitment, 
discipline, dedication, concentration, quest for perfection and ability to commit things to memory.

The values that PJIM imparted to me have helped me in my professional life as a technologist and a leader, as 
well as in my personal life, in maintaining harmonious relationships, in maintaining a positive attitude and in do-
ing my best while remaining humble and down to earth. 

In December 2008, I was in Pune, India and attended the Sawai Gandharv Sangeet Mahotsav, a prestigious 
music conference that features the best in vocal and instrumental music and dance, and runs typically for three 
consecutive evenings. I was there to listen to Bade Guruji, Pandit Jasraj. The person introducing him, mentioned 
that Pandit Jasraj ji has started a music institute in USA with classes in New York, New Jersey and Pittsburgh, a 
music institute recognized by the US Government. 

There I was sitting with more than 10,000 people, hearing about the very institute that I was a part of! It was an 
incredible feeling and it inspired me to think that the people of Pune should know more about PJIM and the fine 
work that is being done there in the field of vocal music. With this thought in mind, I wrote an article about PJIM 
in “Daily Sakal,” a widely read Marathi newspaper published out of Pune. 

Shri Milind Gokhale, who runs an Internet radio web-site in USA called “ePrasaran,” read my article and asked 
me if I could give a lecture demonstration on ePrasaran as a service to music lovers. I liked the idea and on June 
14, 2010 started the “SwarVishwa” series of lecture demonstrations with the first program on Raag Kedar. 

Both Guruji and Bade Guruji supported my effort whole-heartedly. The first program was very well received and 
because it was on the web, people all over the world could listen to it. Encouraged by the success of the first 
program, and with the help of accompanists, I did twenty four more lecture demonstrations, each one focusing 
on one Raag. All of these were made available free of charge to the ePrasaran listeners.

“THE PROCESS OF LEARNING MUSIC SPARKED AND RE-ENFORCED 
MANY VIRTUES IN ME INCLUDING CREATIVITY, COMMITMENT, DIS-
CIPLINE, DEDICATION, CONCENTRATION, QUEST FOR PERFECTION 
AND ABILITY TO COMMIT THINGS TO MEMORY.”

SUHAS JOSHI
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In July of 2010, at a cultural gathering in Zurich, Switzerland, I met a few music lovers from London, England. When 
I told them about “SwarVishwa,” on ePrasaran, they told me that they had listened to my program on Raag Bairagi 
Bhairav and liked it. That program had been broadcast just the week before I went to Zurich! I also received very 
positive e-mails from listeners in India, Canada and Australia. It was thrilling to share my enthusiasm and passion for 
music through the wonderful World Wide Web!

In order to share the basic concepts in Hindustani Classical Music with people who are interested but might not get 
a chance to learn, I created my own web-site (SuhasDJoshi.com) and provided answers to some of the frequently 
asked questions about Raag, Swar and Taal. The web-site is serving its purpose and every once in a while I receive 
an email from someone who has visited the web-site, asking more questions about music! 

Indian Classical Music has a spiritual and a scientific foundation. To me, music is a pilgrimage in which I am walking 
along with countless other people all over the world. The pilgrimage welcomes everyone, including supporters, con-
tributors and leaders. Supporters appreciate music and directly or indirectly support musicians and music students. 
Contributors study, teach, research, perform, promote and preserve music. Leaders are “super contributors” who 
make tremendous contributions to music and motivate others to join this pilgrimage and bring peace and joy to mil-
lions of listeners. 

As a humble contributor, I have realized that music is my service to Divinity. It has shown me the way to reach God 
and be one with God. The pilgrimage I am in, has connected me with several likeminded individuals.  Together, 
through music, we pray, connect, soothe and get energized. I am greatly enjoying this pilgrimage and look forward to 
meeting more fellow pilgrims and making new connections on the way!

“THE VALUES THAT PJIM IMPARTED TO ME HAVE HELPED ME IN MY PRO-
FESSIONAL LIFE AS A TECHNOLOGIST AND A LEADER, AS WELL AS IN 
MY PERSONAL LIFE, IN MAINTAINING HARMONIOUS RELATIONSHIPS, IN 
MAINTAINING A POSITIVE ATTITUDE AND IN DOING MY BEST...”

MUSIC: A PILGRIMAGE TO DIVINITY
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“IN SURRENDER I SEE HOW I AND THEE,
WE BOTH LIVE INSIDE OF ME:
ONE WE ARE IN DIVINITY,
THE TWO BIRDS ARE THE SAME, YOU SEE!”

“IN SURRENDER I SEE HOW I AND THEE,
WE BOTH LIVE INSIDE OF ME:
ONE WE ARE IN DIVINITY,
THE TWO BIRDS ARE THE SAME, YOU SEE!”

TO THE HOLY MUSIC OF UNITY
SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA
Shahana uses writing, music, theater, storytelling and visual art as mediums of expressing 
and fostering healing, awakening and creativity – in individuals, groups and organizations. 
She has authored four books, is co-founder of Flying Chickadee (and its magazine Coura-
geous Creativity!), and speaks on Love, creativity, awakening and life transformation. Having 
learned Indian classical music since the age of 3, Shahana’s association with PJIM since 
1998 has brought her the blessing of learning under the gentle and soulful guidance of 
Pandita Tripti Mukherjee.



TO THE HOLY MUSIC OF UNITY
An ancient poem speaks, you see,
Of two lovely birds in a tree:
One (a Guru) that is thee
And one (a chela) that is me.

At first you are Master
And I am ardent follower,
Only in your Light’s shower 
Can I, the tender bud, flower.

I bloom, I shed, I fall apart,
In your witness I birth my art,
You watch and simply play your part
While ‘I’ must die to open my heart.

In many rounds of death and birth
I finally see in bright-eyed mirth,
Your finger steady, pointing to Truth:
To the light within, to limitless fruit.

In surrender I see how I and thee,
We both live inside of me:
One we are in divinity,
The two birds are the same, you see!

I salute thee, my Guru, eternally –
Who watches for hours endlessly,
Lovingly, patiently, relentlessly,
Forever and unconditionally…

So I may know to forget me,
To lose the illusion of duality;
And awaken to the One in Me,
To the holy Music of Unity.



“PRACTICING THIS ART IN ITS PUREST FORM AT THIS GURUKUL 
BRINGS ABOUT INNER CLEANSING IN EVERYONE, WHETHER YOU 
ARE THE TEACHER OR THE STUDENT. IS THIS THE REAL PURPOSE 
OF THIS ART FORM THEN? WOW!”

“PRACTICING THIS ART IN ITS PUREST FORM AT THIS GURUKUL 
BRINGS ABOUT INNER CLEANSING IN EVERYONE, WHETHER YOU 
ARE THE TEACHER OR THE STUDENT. IS THIS THE REAL PURPOSE 
OF THIS ART FORM THEN? WOW!”

Devika is a gifted vocalist known for her soulful renditions of raaga, fusion and world music. She 
is a disciple of Pandita Tripti Mukherjee and a faculty member at the Pandit Jasraj Institute. 
Devika has a Masters degree in Computer Science from State University of New York and has 
worked at leading technology companies such as Microsoft, Yahoo! and Amazon. She is the 
founder of Crystal Lighthouse Productions, a technology and design company that supports, 
promotes and publishes works of artistes and creatives.

DEVIKA THAKKAR
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MUSIC MIRRORING LIFE



When I joined the Pandit Jasraj Institute of Music (PJIM) and first heard Guruji Pandita Tripti Mukherjee sing, I was 
blown away by the music of this phenomenal artiste. To meet an artiste of this caliber right here in New York, and 
then to see her teach her students with so much patience and love, was like a dream come true! 

Right from the beginning, Guruji’s music, persona and the student community at the Pandit Jasraj Institute made 
a very big impact on me. The students of the institute were very cultured, well-rounded and fine individuals who 
worked harmoniously and with joyousness. I saw an opportunity to learn world-class music from world-class 
artistes at a premier, almost magical institution. So, I made space in my life to fully receive what was coming my 
way. 

What a beautiful journey it has been so far! True to the Guru-shishya tradition on which this institute is based, I 
am living life as Guruji’s daughter and disciple. I will always be grateful to her for igniting introspection by simply 
allowing me to witness her life as an artiste, guru, director, disciple of Sangeet Martand Pandit Jasraj ji, mother, 
friend and more. 

Very early in the process, I realized that music not only inspires life, music also mirrors it. Guruji gave me some 
valuable feedback within the first few months of hearing me sing. She said, “You do not have to do something 
all the time. You need to have more space, thaharaav (calm/stability) in your music.” When I thought about her 
feedback, I felt that it was a reflection on my life. I was effervescent, active and bubbly, and it would probably help 
me to inculcate more calm and composure into my life. 

In the years that followed, continued exposure to Guruji’s teaching, time spent on my own riyaaz, teaching a 
class, and becoming a mother helped me mature and become more rooted. This reflected in my musical expres-
sion too. I learnt that the finer you are as an individual, the finer your music will be. 

“...CONTINUED EXPOSURE TO GURUJI’S TEACHING, TIME SPENT ON 
MY OWN RIYAAZ, TEACHING A CLASS, AND BECOMING A MOTHER 
HELPED ME MATURE AND BECOME MORE ROOTED. THIS REFLECTED 
IN MY MUSICAL EXPRESSION TOO. I LEARNT THAT THE FINER YOU 
ARE AS AN INDIVIDUAL, THE FINER YOUR MUSIC WILL BE.”

MUSIC MIRRORING LIFE
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DEVIKA THAKKAR
Guruji’s actions and the way she interacts with students, other musicians, accompanists and audiences, both on 
and off stage, inspire a culture of grace, respect for one another, compassion, harmony, humility and kindness. 
PJIM is a very humane institution. Fun and joyousness are an integral part of the experience here.

Since the doors and the heart of the institute are open to all, we have a very diverse student community. The 
age group ranges from four to seventy-five, and students belong to many different walks of life and back-
grounds. We work with each other year-round in multiple capacities on various initiatives such as recordings, 
concert organization, music theory, technology projects, examinations, administration and more. 

One of the many priceless gifts that I have received from PJIM, partly due to this diversity, is the ability to con-
nect with anyone, take in different perspectives, invite constructive criticism, have an open mind and be rooted 
in positivity. Everyone offers their best to the Pandit Jasraj Institute and it brings out the best in everyone! 

Though I have taken on many external roles while at the institute, I believe this has been mostly an internal 
journey, one which forced me to spend a lot of time with myself.

As member of the Faculty, when I teach music, I feel like the channel that has been set up between the source 
(Guruji) and the receiving cup (students). Whatever I learn from my Gurus, I pass on to everyone who comes to 
my class. With the flow of knowledge and music being set up like this, I have seen myself evolve into the role of 
the AadyaGuru, best described as mini-Guruji or a mini-source. Someone who does everything that our Guruji 
does, albeit with a smaller scope. 

I refer to my class, the one I teach, as my bouquet of flowers, for each student is different, in terms of back-
ground, skills and goals. I treasure each one of them, just as Guruji treasures each one of us. Practicing this art

“GURUJI’S ACTIONS AND THE WAY SHE INTERACTS WITH STU-
DENTS, OTHER MUSICIANS, ACCOMPANISTS AND AUDIENCES, BOTH 
ON AND OFF STAGE, INSPIRE A CULTURE OF GRACE, RESPECT FOR 
ONE ANOTHER, COMPASSION, HARMONY, HUMILITY AND KINDNESS.”



in its purest form at this Gurukul brings about inner cleansing in everyone, whether you are the teacher or the 
student. Is this the real purpose of this art form then? Wow!

The study of raaga and other music under Guruji’s guidance boosted creativity. Whether it was improvising within a 
raaga, or collaborating with other musicians to create a new piece of music, I found myself enjoying this newfound 
freedom of thought and expression. Creativity, to me, is the attitude of looking at things with a fresh perspec-
tive, finding new solutions and new ways forward, thinking outside the box, innovating, designing, acting on your 
inspired thoughts and combining elements in new and interesting ways and observing the outcome. 

My awakened creativity was not limited only to music, it overflowed into all aspects of my life. I was inspired to 
found Crystal Lighthouse Productions – a company which supports, promotes and publishes works of artistes and 
creatives. It is a confluence of the arts and culture with technology and design to create meaningful products and 
experiences. On the home-front, I saw myself bursting with ideas to entertain and educate my kids, while having 
lots of fun at the same time.

The students of PJIM have very rich musical exposure and numerous opportunities for growth. As part of my 
research work at the institute, I interviewed Bade Guruji Pt. Jasraj ji and many celebrated artistes of our gharana to 
document the history of the Mewati gharana. I was excited about being part of the chorus for Pranamyaaham, an 
audio CD directed by Guruji and recorded by Bade Guruji Pt. Jasraj ji. 

It was amazing to learn and perform the exquisite Jasrangi Jugalbandi, a unique creation of Pt. Jasraj ji. The 
Jasrangi Jugalbandi is a naturally and technically well-choreographed concept of duet singing in Hindustani vocal 
music – a harmonious blend wherein the male and the female singer, each with individual accompaniments, sing 
different raagas at their own respective scales, interweaving them into a wondrous whole.

“THE STUDY OF RAAGA AND OTHER MUSIC UNDER GURUJI’S GUID-
ANCE BOOSTED CREATIVITY. WHETHER IT WAS IMPROVISING WITHIN 
A RAAGA, OR COLLABORATING WITH OTHER MUSICIANS TO CREATE A 
NEW PIECE OF MUSIC, I FOUND MYSELF ENJOYING THIS NEWFOUND 
FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND EXPRESSION.”

MUSIC MIRRORING LIFE
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DEVIKA THAKKAR
Some of the highlights for me are times when I am with Pandita Tripti Mukherjee, the artiste. Learning happens 
right on stage during live concerts! 

Earlier this year, Guruji performed to a packed auditorium at a concert organized by the World Music Institute at 
Symphony Space, NYC. I was on vocal and tanpura support. As I looked at the audience from my spot diagonally 
behind Guruji, between her and the renowned Pandit Anindo Chatterjee, I felt exhilaration. This was the time to 
fasten my seat belt and get ready for take-off, for Pta. Tripti Mukherjee was going to take us all on a magical 
and unforgettable tour of the Universe! And tour we did! 

When the concert ended, we were still sitting in the same place but our minds and hearts had traversed the 
skies and witnessed a magnificent space which was out-of-this world. Wow! Was that space also within us? 
Had we travelled out or in? 

Life is beautiful! I am forever grateful to my Gurus and my family for guiding me. Some of the biggest insights 
reinforced through Guruji’s guidance are to live fearlessly, to live each day to the fullest, to laugh often, to realize 
that you are on your own path and that you are here by choice, to have the courage to believe in your dreams, 
to trust people, to trust life, to be compassionate, to release all negativity, to work relentlessly on refining your-
self as a musician and person, to love all and to be grateful.
 
I am inspired and humbled by the natural desire to give forward that comes with receiving such priceless trea-
sures. Every part of me will always lovingly pass on the music and the values to the next generation. Jai Ho! 

“WHEN THE CONCERT ENDED, WE WERE STILL SITTING IN THE 
SAME PLACE BUT OUR MINDS AND HEARTS HAD TRAVERSED THE 
SKIES AND WITNESSED A MAGNIFICENT SPACE WHICH WAS OUT-
OF-THIS WORLD. WOW! WAS THAT SPACE ALSO WITHIN US? HAD 
WE TRAVELLED OUT OR IN?”



“I HAVE COME TO UNDERSTAND THAT ONE WAY TO MAKE SURE 
THAT ALL CREATIVITY LEADS TO SERVICE IS THAT ONE SHOULD 
BE CREATIVE SIMPLY FOR THE PURE JOY OF IT.  BE CREATIVE TO 
SERVE MY INNER INSPIRATION, NOT PLEASE OTHERS.”

“I HAVE COME TO UNDERSTAND THAT ONE WAY TO MAKE SURE 
THAT ALL CREATIVITY LEADS TO SERVICE IS THAT ONE SHOULD 
BE CREATIVE SIMPLY FOR THE PURE JOY OF IT.  BE CREATIVE TO 
SERVE MY INNER INSPIRATION, NOT PLEASE OTHERS.”

MY GURUS: MY CREATIVITY CATALYSTS
RENU JAIN
Renu is an engineer by education and a financial consultant by profession. Her tutelage 
under the renowned choreographer and dancer Guru Rachana Sarang and the Indian Clas-
sical vocalist Pandita Tripti Mukherjee has broadened her perspective in the field of art and 
literature. She has been involved in the production of ballads such as Kanh Kahani, Chan-
danbala, Geet Natika, Sapt Ras Sindhu, Kabir and Geet Govind.  A poet at heart, her scripts 
and narratives make an everlasting impression on her audiences.  
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Some years back, the students of Pandit Jasraj Institute were invited to perform at a temple in New Jersey on the 
occasion of Janmashtmi, Lord Krishna’s birthday.  As my Guruji, Pandita Tripti Mukherjee, prepared us students 
to perform some eleven or twelve songs, she told me to emcee the program as well.  

The musical numbers that we were to perform were written in many different dialects such as Braj bhasha, Awa-
dhi, Khadi boli etc.  Guruji suggested that I incorporate the meaning of the lyrics of the songs in my announce-
ments in such a way that the songs could be better understood by the audience. She gave me the freedom to 
write in my language of choice.

Not having written before in any language, I just kept delaying the writing, trying to figure out in my mind how 
I should go about it.  The performance day was fast approaching, so late one evening I picked up a paper and 
pencil and started writing.  

Surprisingly, my thoughts and commentary presented themselves to me in Hindi. Keeping in mind my young, 
western audiences, I tried to steer my thoughts and writing toward English, but it just didn’t work. The narrative 
in Hindi was so strong that nothing else entered my mind.  I finished writing at about 1:00AM, and could not wait 
till the next morning, so I called Guruji to see if she was still up.  Of course she was. I asked her if I could read to 
her what I had written.  

Just a few sentences into the narrative, she teared up and in a muffled voice said to me, “Renu, this is so 
beautiful, keep reading, I want to hear the whole thing.”  The next day, we practiced our bhajans that were to be 
performed along with my narrative and many students just started crying.

This was the first time my creative expression miraculously found its way in the form of writing. My Guruji Pan-
dita Tripti Mukherjee had blessed me with a creative expression that I was completely unaware of. 

“THIS WAS THE FIRST TIME MY CREATIVE EXPRESSION MIRACU-
LOUSLY FOUND ITS WAY IN THE FORM OF WRITING. MY GURUJI 
PANDITA TRIPTI MUKHERJEE HAD BLESSED ME WITH A CREATIVE 
EXPRESSION THAT I WAS COMPLETELY UNAWARE OF.”

RENU JAIN
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MY GURUS: MY CREATIVITY CATALYSTS

“AFTER THAT, THERE WAS NO STOPPING. IT WAS AS IF SOMETHING 
HAD TAKEN ROOT IN ME AND WAS NOW READY TO BRANCH OUT 
FEARLESSLY, BLOOM AND DRENCH MY AUDIENCES IN ITS FRA-
GRANCE.”

Soon after, in 2008, Guruji revived an old production Kanh Kahani, a dance ballet produced by Smt Madhura 
Jasraj, wife of Sangeet Martand Pandit Jasraj, my Bade Guruji. 

Guruji once again commissioned me to write the script of this dance ballet any which way I wanted to. Working 
with the musical pieces she had chosen to re-produce this ballet with, I weaved a storyline which was quite dif-
ferent from the original story.  Madhura ji and Bade Guruji were both extremely happy to watch this rendition.

After that, there was no stopping. It was as if something had taken root in me and was now ready to branch out 
fearlessly, bloom and drench my audiences in its fragrance. Especially over the last three years, my most power-
ful writings took shape. 

A wonderful opportunity came my way when Guruji took up Raag Ras Vibhav, another production of Smt Madhura 
Jasraj and told me, once again, to write about it.  When I saw all the pieces she was going to perform in this 
concert, I realized that they were all from the Ramayana. I talked to her about how I wanted to weave everything 
into a story, but this was not going to be the story of Lord Rama, it was going to be the story of Sita.

I picked up another evening to write this narrative, started writing at about 9PM and finished at about 4AM in the 
morning, my body burning with so much heat that I actually thought that I had a high fever and took a break from 
my writing to check my temperature. 

There was not a single sentence in this narrative that Guruji wanted changed, replaced or altered in any way.  The 
performance was held during PJIM’s annual Shibir. It is still so fresh in my memory, thinking about it gives me the 
chills. Tears welled up in people’s eyes right from the first piece, and by the time Guruji performed her last song 
of that concert, people just stood there in standing ovation, the cheers going on and on. Then there was complete
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RENU JAIN
silence, as if their feet were stuck to the ground; no one was moving or trying to leave after the program had 
come to an end.  

The audience just did not expect this, it was beyond their imagination. Bade Guruji blessed Guruji and me with-
out saying a word, because in his own words, “he had no words.”

The next year Guruji told me to write about Kabir and his philosophy. I asked Guruji how she expected me to do 
justice to a completely different subject like Kabir, after that tremendous emotional Sita narrative.  And, she said 
to me, “Renu, you will be equally good writing about Kabir. It is like different children of a mother.  You cannot 
and should not compare any of your writings.”  I realized then that Guruji had more confidence in me than I had 
in myself.  

When I finished the Kabir narrative, I could not believe that I could have written about such deep philosophy so 
beautifully.  We again performed it during our Shibir and it was very well-received. Everyone was really pleased 
with the philosophical explanation, the whole flow of the narrative and renditions.

Soon after that, I wrote a short philosophical and lyrical explanation of Kavi Jaydev’s Geet Govind the next year, 
again, a Smt Madhura Jasraj production, a completely different subject requiring a completely different expres-
sion.  

When I look at any of these writings later on, I always feel that there is no way I could have written them, there 
is someone else, that higher power that probably holds my hand and makes it all happen. My Gurus are just 
amazing beings; they just touch you and you bloom in ways you never thought possible in your wildest dreams.

“...[I] FINISHED AT ABOUT 4AM IN THE MORNING, MY BODY BURN-
ING WITH SO MUCH HEAT THAT I ACTUALLY THOUGHT THAT I HAD A 
HIGH FEVER AND TOOK A BREAK FROM MY WRITING TO CHECK MY 
TEMPERATURE.”



It is through my writings that I tried to connect with my innermost core and was able to touch other human be-
ings around me. Writing gave me an opportunity for contemplation, expression, delivery and finally connection 
with those around me.

I have come to understand that one way to make sure that all creativity leads to service is that one should be 
creative simply for the pure joy of it.  Be creative to serve my inner inspiration, not please others.  To take up an 
idea novel or traditional and express it freely without the fear of being judged, to let the imagination flow wher-
ever it takes me, to write a story old or new with a perspective so fresh that even I am taken by surprise, to write 
something with such ingenuity that I sit up and think “did I do that?” Never to impress anyone or to be rewarded 
in any way, but just for my own sake.

I think that the creativity taken up in such a manner, when shared with others when the right opportunity arrives, 
leads naturally to service as well. It helps the audience realize an opportunity, a meaning, an expression never 
thought of before. I believe that such creative expression has the power to move masses and revolutionize a 
whole generation and beyond.

So go on, be creative for yourself and naturally be of service to others!

“WHEN I LOOK AT ANY OF THESE WRITINGS LATER ON, I ALWAYS 
FEEL THAT THERE IS NO WAY I COULD HAVE WRITTEN THEM, THERE 
IS SOMEONE ELSE, THAT HIGHER POWER THAT PROBABLY HOLDS MY 
HAND AND MAKES IT ALL HAPPEN.”

MY GURUS: MY CREATIVITY CATALYSTS



“I REALIZED THAT WHAT I’D BEEN SEARCHING FOR ALL ALONG WAS 
ALREADY WITHIN ME, IN ITS MOST PURE, ULTIMATE STATE... ONCE I 
STOPPED FORCING PROGRESS, EFFORT, EVEN PRACTICE, I’VE STARTED 
TO SEE THE POWER OF MUSIC, OF BHAKTI, AS GURUJI INTENDS IT, AS I 
AM MEANT TO SEE IT.”

“I REALIZED THAT WHAT I’D BEEN SEARCHING FOR ALL ALONG WAS 
ALREADY WITHIN ME, IN ITS MOST PURE, ULTIMATE STATE... ONCE I 
STOPPED FORCING PROGRESS, EFFORT, EVEN PRACTICE, I’VE STARTED 
TO SEE THE POWER OF MUSIC, OF BHAKTI, AS GURUJI INTENDS IT, AS I 
AM MEANT TO SEE IT.”

Melissa, a 26 year old native New Yorker, is greatly influenced by the challenges and beauty of 
her South Asian heritage. Having studied the ancient yoga tradition and Indian Classical music 
for nearly 10 years, she is deeply committed to natural healing and the arts. She currently works 
in the field of public health, where she helps those affected by the 9/11 tragedy to receive 
continuous, affordable health care. Melissa’s hope is to spread the teachings of yoga and music 
to younger children who are unable to access it.

MELISSA SHAH
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DISCOVERING SEVA BY DISCOVERING MYSELF



I have always loved to sing. It started in a church choir when I was five and blossomed into singing at large venues 
while studying at a performing arts high school. Something always felt bottled up and out of place, however. Whether 
it was the angsty teenage years or the cultural conflicts of being a first generation South Asian girl singing “Western” 
music, I’m not sure. 

Even when I began learning Hindustani classical music at the Pandit Jasraj Institute at the age of fifteen, I still felt 
disconnected. I didn’t fully understand the Guru-shishya tradition and also knew very little Hindi. It always seemed 
that everyone was one step ahead of me, and I was meant to be average. 

Through high school and college, I continued weekly classes with our Guruji, Pandita Tripti Mukherjee, and shared in 
some onstage vocal performances alongside my mother, who also attended classes there. I saw everyone’s utmost 
devotion to the school and to our Gurujis, and I desperately wanted to feel like I belonged, and that music was meant 
to be my passion and connection with the world. 

Seva has been a thread woven throughout my entire life. Whether it was training to be a Red Cross volunteer at 
thirteen, being a mentor in an underserved middle school with Americorps, or choosing a degree and career in public 
health, it has always seemed like the most logical thing to do – how can I not want to commit my time to better the 
lives of others?

Each summer we have an annual Shibir for PJIM, where schools from all over the country come to learn at an idyllic,  
nature laden ashram in the Pocono mountains of Pennsylvania, from our Bade Guruji, Pandit Jasraj. Each year I at-
tended these Shibirs and made a promise to myself to be more dedicated to the art of music. It never quite seemed 
to happen, however. 

“I SAW EVERYONE’S UTMOST DEVOTION TO THE SCHOOL AND TO OUR 
GURUJIS, AND I DESPERATELY WANTED TO FEEL LIKE I BELONGED, AND 
THAT MUSIC WAS MEANT TO BE MY PASSION AND CONNECTION WITH 
THE WORLD.”

DISCOVERING SEVA BY DISCOVERING MYSELF



In 2011, the year after I finished college, I attended the Shibir once again, and this time, with just one goal in 
mind: to have an open heart. Rather than trying so hard to be “good” at singing, “good” at remembering raags, I 
chose this time to just experience. 

I am not sure when or how it happened, but I cried after each and every vocal session we had. I cried when my 
Guruji performed, and I cried every time I came to touch Bade Guruji and Guruji’s feet. I wasn’t sure what was 
happening inside of me, but I knew it was something special. 

Since that moment, I felt myself start to blossom over the years. I started to take more control of where I wanted 
my life to go and tried to understand my true nature. It had always been a tendency of mine to make decisions 
with the need for validation from those close to me, and I began to realize I would never be connected with 
myself like this! 

I explained these new emotions to Guruji and I will never forget what she said – that this insight doesn’t come to 
everyone, and for most, it takes a lifetime.

I realized that what I’d been searching for all along was already within me, in its most pure, ultimate state. 
Through PJIM, service is no longer an expected action from me, but a constant flowing energy that I want to give 
to everyone who comes into my presence. Once I stopped forcing progress, effort, even practice, I’ve started to 
see the power of music, of bhakti, as Guruji intends it, as I am meant to see it.

As an avid yoga practitioner, I recently pursued two teacher training programs and am now spending more of my 
time spreading the teachings of yoga in all its forms, simply because it has become an extension of myself, not 
because I want others to validate my talent. Through music and yoga, I began to understand that our journey

“THROUGH MUSIC AND YOGA, I BEGAN TO UNDERSTAND THAT OUR 
JOURNEY CHANGES EACH DAY, AND EACH DAY IS A NEW BEGIN-
NING. THIS UNDERSTANDING HAS HELPED DIMINISH MY NEED TO 
PLEASE AND MY DESPERATION TO BE RECOGNIZED.”

MELISSA SHAH
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changes each day, and each day is a new beginning. This understanding has helped diminish my need to please and 
my desperation to be recognized. 

And Seva, a concept that always seemed so obvious, is now simply a joyful value that I weave through the way I live. 
It often comes in the form of taking care of me, bringing happiness to others, and discovering what my values are so 
I can best serve others. 

Issues such as body image, one’s place in the world, and self-worth are all things everyone faces. It can be a 
life-long process to work through the challenges, and question the habits deeply embedded in us. However, for 
me, knowing that I am serving because it is my true nature to do so, is perhaps the most blissful experience I have 
known thus far. Many times it comes from the ego, but that awareness too is a part of the journey! It has allowed me 
to start to tear down the boundaries I had created for myself and find the connections I had been looking for.

“AND SEVA, A CONCEPT THAT ALWAYS SEEMED SO OBVIOUS, IS NOW 
SIMPLY A JOYFUL VALUE THAT I WEAVE THROUGH THE WAY I LIVE. IT OF-
TEN COMES IN THE FORM OF TAKING CARE OF ME, BRINGING HAPPINESS 
TO OTHERS, AND DISCOVERING WHAT MY VALUES ARE SO I CAN BEST 
SERVE OTHERS.”

DISCOVERING SEVA BY DISCOVERING MYSELF
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SERVICE
VANDINI MEHTA
An architect by profession, Vandini has been involved in a multidisciplinary approach to art, 
architecture and urbanism for more than a decade. Music has been a guiding force for her soul 
and now also the wonders of raising a child for the last 6 years!



SERVICE

Service 1.
This piece is inspired by the idea of 
the tree, its spread, girth, and bounty. 
Its bare-ness and its unfettered 
growth even if within confines.

Service 2.
The juxtaposition of the circle and the 
square, of service and the soul, of the 
eternal and real, this piece draws on 
the form of the mandala.
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“XXX”

Sangeet Martand Pandit Jasraj, the soul behind PJIM, is a contemporary doyen of Hindustani 
classical music. His rich, soulful and sonorous voice traverses effortlessly over three and a half 
octaves, and his vocalizing is characterized by a harmonious blend of classic and opulent elements, 
projecting traditional music as an intense spiritual expression. Pandita Tripti Mukherjee, the founder-
director of PJIM, is widely acclaimed for her creative brilliance, purity of swar, soulful compositions 
and mellifluous voice. She believes that ‘Music is the language of God’ – a universal language of 
soul that transcends all barriers of country, race or religion – and can unite human to human, and 
ultimately, human to God.

IN DIALOGUE WITH
PANDIT JASRAJ & PANDITA TRIPTI MUKHERJEE



Shirin – Hello Pandit Jasraj ji and Pandita Tripti ji, thank you so much for talking with Courageous Creativity! 

Pandit Jasraj ji – Jai Ho! First of all, my congratulations to the team of Courageous Creativity. Through this maga-
zine, you are doing very good work that is inspiring to the readers. We wish you the best for the future.

Shirin – Thank you so much! Please take us to the beginning and tell us about how the Pandit Jasraj Institute was 
started.

Pandit Jasraj ji – In the early 1990s, when we travelled to the United States for music concerts, people often ap-
proached us and said, “Pandit ji, we want to learn music but there is no way to learn vocal classical music here.”  
After hearing many such requests, we decided to start a music school here. 

My original vision was that in addition to coming to the US for concerts, we would stay for 3-4 months and teach. 
The school would be open to all and not require any prior knowledge of music. With this in mind, the Pandit Jasraj 
Music Academy opened its doors to students of music in New Jersey in September 1995. The goal was to introduce 
music lovers to the rich treasure of Indian classical music, with a focus on the Mewati tradition. 

Shirin – How did the school evolve?

Pandita Tripti ji – Right from the beginning, I was well aware of the responsibility that came with running a school 
in my Guruji’s name. Initially, Pandit Rattan Mohan Sharma, Pandita Gargee Siddhant Dutta and I took turns and 
taught classes for 3-4 months each. Within a year it became clear to me that teaching for 3-4 months a year was 
not beneficial for the students. To really absorb and imbibe this music, they would have to be exposed to it year-
round. If this school had to be established, someone would have to live here and do this work. So, at that time, I 
assumed complete responsibility of the school. 

“GURUJI NEVER TOOK ANY FEES FROM HIS DISCIPLES, AND I DECIDED 
THAT THIS WOULD BE MY WAY OF GIVING BACK TO HIM FOR THE KNOWL-
EDGE THAT HE IMPARTED TO ME OVER THE YEARS. THIS WOULD BE MY 
GURU DAKSHINA TO GURUJI.”

PANDIT JASRAJ & PANDITA TRIPTI MUKHERJEE
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Guruji never took any fees from his disciples, and I decided that this would be my way of giving back to him for 
the knowledge that he imparted to me over the years. This would be my Guru Dakshina to Guruji. 
 
During the period of 1995 through 1999, I conducted music classes at two locations; in New Jersey and in 
Pittsburgh. In 1999, several music lovers in the greater New York City started requesting for a school in New 
York. Considering the growing need as well as sensing a deep commitment to music in the students, in 2000 
we registered the school in the state of New York. Later in 2006, in-keeping with the focus of the organization, 
it was renamed the Pandit Jasraj Institute for Music Research, Artistry and Appreciation. This is a Not-for-Profit 
501 (c)(3) organization.

Shirin – Pandit Jasraj Institute is one of the rare institutions that continues the rich Gurukul tradition, Guru-
shishya parampara. Can you share more about this and how it impacts the lives of all those who learn here?

Pandita Tripti ji – In India, the Guru-shishya parampara is prevalent in the field of arts and religion as an 
integral part of the culture and tradition. Pandit Jasraj Institute is based on this tradition. Often there have been 
suggestions that instead of everybody coming to our Gurukul, which is home-based, we could teach at a com-
mercial location. However, true to the Indian tradition, this is not just my house, this is our house, the Gurukul. It 
belongs to each and every member of the whole family. 

That being said, there are two categories: there is a student and a disciple. The students are newer to the Pandit 
Jasraj Institute and they attend weekly classes. That is their level of interaction with the institute.  Those students 
who possess patience, regularity and dedication often go through a process of internal cleansing and realize over 
time that there is much beyond. I am not suggesting or expecting that all students give their life in this pursuit, 
it is not possible for all to do so - to make this a profession. However, that level of devotion is required to slowly 
transform into a disciple. 

“THOSE STUDENTS WHO POSSESS PATIENCE, REGULARITY AND 
DEDICATION OFTEN GO THROUGH A PROCESS OF INTERNAL 
CLEANSING... THAT LEVEL OF DEVOTION IS REQUIRED TO SLOWLY 
TRANSFORM INTO A DISCIPLE.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...



POP! ART
We are not just doing music here, it’s really training for life. At the same time, we don’t do anything really, it is the 
power of music and the Guru-shishya parampara that creates this impact. It has to be experienced. The impact can 
be of various forms - confidence booster, spiritual elevation, growth in musical expertise, popularity in social circles, 
positive attitude. 

Students have to spend time with music and at the Gurukul, as much as possible. We understand they have jobs 
and families. The extent to which you can spend time in your Gurukul, you will be exposed to positivity. At that time, 
disciples do not differentiate between their home and the Guru’s home. Once you have become a disciple, and have 
felt the impact of this music and philosophy, you surrender yourself and are one with this experience, your Gurukul, 
for life. You dedicate yourself to the art, and to your Guru and do service of music, through music. 

We have a special ceremony called the Ganda-Bandhan ceremony, where the Guru and Shishya commit to each 
other to take responsibility of each other in this birth and take a solemn oath to take this art, this music forward. This 
is a very special feature of the Guru-Shishya parampara.

Shirin – Tripti ji, you recently received the Outstanding Women’s Achievement Award by the Indo-American Forum 
for Service though Music. Can you talk to us about the role that Service has played in your life? 

Pandita Tripti ji – My life is based on service, it has been the prime theme of my entire life. Whatever I do, it is my 
service. I do not plan to serve, it is not as if I decide to serve. It is very satisfying to do something for someone else, it 
is natural for me. I feel deep gratitude for my Guruji, my other Gurus, all my students, disciples, my motherland India 
and my karmabhumi  The United States for taking care of me, for nurturing me, for giving me opportunities to serve.

If my teaching is service to the community, it is not as if I don’t have any expectations from my students. What I 
expect from them is not materialistic. I expect dedication, devotion, riyaaz and good sensibility towards music.

“MY LIFE IS BASED ON SERVICE, IT HAS BEEN THE PRIME THEME OF 
MY ENTIRE LIFE. WHATEVER I DO, IT IS MY SERVICE. I DO NOT PLAN TO 
SERVE, IT IS NOT AS IF I DECIDE TO SERVE. IT IS VERY SATISFYING TO DO 
SOMETHING FOR SOMEONE ELSE, IT IS NATURAL FOR ME.”

PANDIT JASRAJ & PANDITA TRIPTI MUKHERJEE
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Shirin – What is your creative muse, that is, what sparks your imagination? 

Pandita Tripti ji – Inspiration can come from anyone, anywhere, anytime. The hum of a plane, the creaking of 
a door. If there is a space in which music is practiced actively, such as our music room, I often hear a tanpura’s 
sound  there even though no tanpura is playing! Often I wake up in the middle of the night and hear the sound of 
the tanpura. Sometimes I hear a glimpse of a raaga. 

If you sit down to create, creations don’t always happen. But if you feel inspired, you could be anywhere and 
compositions can get created. There is a bandish in Raaga Malkauns, ‘Teri gati agaadh re.’ I remember being in 
Saraswati Bhawan and this bandish, written on a paper was with me for a few days. I wanted to compose it in 
Raaga Malkauns because Guruji had sung it in Malkauns originally and I wanted to compose such that everyone 
would be able to sing it in the Shibir. Suddenly one evening, the entire bandish got composed in Malkauns, with 
different melodic structures for the four different stanzas. 

Creativity is limitless. I do not think it or plan it, it just happens. That is the creative process. Yes, of course you 
need the grace of Guru, of Matarani. If you don’t have the grace of the ultimate power, nothing can happen. 

Shirin – Besides performing and teaching, you have also accomplished unique creative projects the last several 
years, all of which have new ideas in them while exploring ancient themes. Can you talk more about those? 

Pandita Tripti ji – This music, this art form is about being within the structure of the raaga but using your 
imagination to invent new ideas. As long as we keep innovating, while abiding by the rules or following the gram-
mar, we will keep this art form alive and fresh. 

“INSPIRATION CAN COME FROM ANYONE, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME. 
THE HUM OF A PLANE, THE CREAKING OF A DOOR. IF THERE IS A 
SPACE IN WHICH MUSIC IS PRACTICED ACTIVELY, SUCH AS OUR 
MUSIC ROOM, I OFTEN HEAR A TANPURA’S SOUND THERE EVEN 
THOUGH NO TANPURA IS PLAYING!”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...



Regarding ancient themes, we have been so blessed to have seen many eminent musicians of India, who have been 
musical geniuses, creators of many musical works. As much as possible, we try to study their works. Our students 
do research and present their studies to all and we learn so much from that research work. Research is an integral 
part of our institute. We have to revive past works and present them in our new way. This is part of the research. In 
every moment, new life should be experienced. This is the rule of life and also the way to keep an art form alive.

Shirin – How would you say this ancient music, Indian classical music, impacts and transforms contemporary lives? 

Pandita Tripti ji – Indian classical music is the base of all music. We are a vocal music institute.  All the music in 
the world has the same seven notes, but the way our music has been developed, it is of a very high pedigree. Vocal 
music is especially difficult to learn, perform and master. The young generation knows the value of this music, they 
enjoy learning and acknowledge that its art requires years of sadhana. They do as much as they can, right from 
childhood and have tremendous respect for this music. Transformation happens slowly. Studying Indian classical 
music and doing research can be compared to getting a PhD; it requires that kind of dedication.

Shirin – Pandit Jasraj ji, how do you feel when you come to an annual Shibir now and see how far PJIM has come 
under the leadership of Triptiji? 

Pandit Jasraj ji – Everyone including me waits eagerly for the annual Shibir. Students from all our schools in North 
America - USA, Canada participate in this grand event organized by Tripti ji and her team. When we reach Shibir, it is 
like the culmination of a pilgrimage. We offer our pooja through music and we are immersed in music for the whole 
day for five days. Students present research projects that they have been working on for the entire year and we see 
growth in their musical ability year after year. Eminent artistes come to conduct sessions, to witness it and to under-
stand what it is that draws us all to Shibir.

“THIS MUSIC, THIS ART FORM IS ABOUT BEING WITHIN THE STRUCTURE 
OF THE RAAGA BUT USING YOUR IMAGINATION TO INVENT NEW IDEAS... 
IN EVERY MOMENT, NEW LIFE SHOULD BE EXPERIENCED. THIS IS THE 
RULE OF LIFE AND ALSO THE WAY TO KEEP AN ART FORM ALIVE.”

PANDIT JASRAJ & PANDITA TRIPTI MUKHERJEE



All of this is far beyond my expectations. Tripti ji has tirelessly worked over the last nineteen years and kept 
Indian music and culture alive and thriving in this part of the world. This institute has imparted music knowledge 
to thousands of students of various backgrounds and nationalities. During a review of the school by the New York 
department of education, the reviewers acknowledged and profusely appreciated the world-class music being 
taught, research and activities being conducted here. Today there are many other music schools that are affili-
ated with the Pandit Jasraj Institute. Their students follow syllabus designed at PJIM, take examinations offered 
by us and receive certifications. Students can pursue music up to PhD level. 

It is very heartening to see the heights to which Tripti ji has taken this institute. Her work is unparalleled. Her 
monumental efforts in setting up the Pandit Jasraj Institute - the Mewati Gurukul in USA and her ongoing con-
tributions to it are a testimony to her devotion and commitment. It gives me tremendous satisfaction and I feel 
extremely fortunate that this work has happened on this land through Tripti ji.

Shirin – What do you both see in the future for Pandit Jasraj Institute?

Pandit Jasraj ji – The future is very bright! The seed that was sown nineteen years ago has flourished into 
a big tree. Through this institute, Tripti ji is not teaching only music. By her thoughts and actions she is setting 
an example and instilling values of cultural rootedness in the students. I have witnessed three generations of 
students here and our youngest generation of students is only five-six years old. 

At our children’s music Shibir last week we had thirty five children from ages four to twelve. They attended all 
sessions. Not one child cried during the whole day. At the end of the day a four-year-old child said that he did not 
want to go home, he wanted to stay at the music camp.

Based on this, you yourself can determine the future of this music and institute.

“WHEN WE REACH SHIBIR, IT IS LIKE THE CULMINATION OF A PIL-
GRIMAGE. WE OFFER OUR POOJA THROUGH MUSIC AND WE ARE 
IMMERSED IN MUSIC FOR THE WHOLE DAY FOR FIVE DAYS...WE SEE 
GROWTH IN [STUDENTS’] MUSICAL ABILITY YEAR AFTER YEAR.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...
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Pandita Tripti ji – We at the Pandit Jasraj Institute want to plant the seed of music into their budding minds. We 
hope that one day the seed will blossom into a Kalpa-Vriksha, a “tree” which brings unlimited peace and happiness 
to all around it!

Note – Original interview conducted in a combination of Hindi and English and translated fully to English by Devika 
Thakkar (PJIM), with guidance and oversight from Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta (Flying Chickadee)



Bade Guruji – Elder teacher; Teacher’s teacher
Bandish – A fixed, melodic composition in Hindustani vocal or instrumental music
Bhajans – Devotional songs
Bhakti – Devotion
Chela – Disciple
Gharana – A system of social organization linking musicians or dancers by lineage or apprentice-
ship, and by adherence to a particular musical style
Guruji – Teacher, mentor and guide
Gurukul – A type of school in India, residential in nature, with students living near the guru, often 
within the same house
Guru Dakshina – The tradition of repaying (not exclusively monetary payment) one’s teacher or 
guru after a period of study, or the completion of formal education 
Guru-Shishya Parampara – The tradition of spiritual relationship and mentoring where teachings 
are transmitted from the guru (teacher) to the shishya (disciple)
Jai Ho – A greeting / blessing translating to “May there be victory” (over self)
Ji – A suffix used in Hindi and other Indian languages, conveying esteem or respect when used in 
addressing or referring to a person.
Kalpa-Vriksha – A wish-fulfilling divine tree in Hindu mythology
Karmabhumi  – The land / site of one’s action and execution
Matarani – The Divine Feminine / Mother Goddess with many roles and manifestations
Mewati Gharana – A musical apprenticeship clan of Hindustani classical music, founded in the 
late 19th century.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS IN HINDI / SANSKRIT
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Parampara – Tradition 
Pooja – A prayer ritual performed by Hindus to host, honor or worship one or more deities, or to 
spiritually celebrate an event 
Raag (or Raaga) – One of the melodic modes used in Indian classical music. Uses a series or five 
or more musical notes, upon which a melody is constructed
Riyaaz – An Urdu language term used for music practice, for honing of Hindustani classical music 
vocal as well as instrumental skills
Sadhana – A discipline undertaken in the pursuit of a goal. An ego-transcending spiritual prac-
tice.
Sangeet Martand – A title meaning ‘The Sun of Music’
Padma Vibhushan – The second highest civilian award in India, awarded to recognize exceptional 
and distinguished service to the nation in any field 
Sargam – Singing the notes instead of the words in a composition in Hindustani music.
Seva – Service performed without any expectation of result or award
Shibir – An annual learning “summit” and celebration organized by the Pandit Jasraj institute
Swara – A note in the musical octave 
Swar Malika – A composition in a Raaga sung with the notes themselves (rather than set to lyr-
ics)
Taal – Rhythm
Tanpura – A long-necked, plucked stringed instrument, found in various forms in Indian music
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PHOTOGRAPHY
DEVANG DESAI
Devang has been a student of Pandita Tripti Mukherjee at PJIM for the last 6 years. He 
works as a Management Professional in the software industry. Besides music, his creative 
expressions include photography, swimming and traveling. Devang’s original photographs 
have been published in various media.
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Flying Chickadee is deeply grateful for the courageously creative contributions from all the artists 
of Pandit Jasraj Institute. A very special thanks to living legend Pandit Jasraj for talking with us 
and blessing this endeavor. (All rights for individual works belong to the respective individual art-
ists, and can be reprinted with written permission and proper reference to this ‘zine.) 
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